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the proliferation of chemical substances in commerce poses
scientific and philosophical problems the scientific challenge is to
develop data methodologies and techniques for identifying and
assessing toxic substances before they cause harm to human
beings and the environment the philosophical problem is how
much scientific information we should demand for this task
consistent with other social goals we might have in this book
cranor utilizes material from ethics philosophy of law epidemiology
tort law regulatory law and risk assessment to argue that the
scientific evidential standards used in tort law and administrative
law to control toxics ought to be evaluated with the purposes of
the law in mind demanding too much for this purpose will slow the
evaluation and lead to an excess of toxic substances left
unidentified and unassessed thus leaving the public at risk
demanding too little may impose other costs an appropriate
balance between these social concerns must be found justice
requires we use evidentiary standards more appropriate to the
legal institutions in question and resist the temptation to demand
the most intensive scientific evaluation of each substance subject
to legal action first published in 1977 this set offers a
comprehensive guide into the toxic substances control act of 1976
carefully compiled and filled with a vast repertoire of notes
diagrams and references this book serves as a useful reference for
environmental health professionals toxicologists and other
practitioners in their respective fields first published in 1977 this
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set offers a comprehensive guide into the toxic substances control
act of 1976 carefully compiled and filled with a vast repertoire of
notes diagrams and references this book serves as a useful
reference for environmental health professionals toxicologists and
other practitioners in their respective fields this 2nd edition is a
significantly expanded exploration of hazardous chemicals their
effects on human health and the principles of hazards materials
toxicology and industrial hygiene it includes up to date coverage
of industrial hygiene risk assessment and epidemiology as well as
continued coverage of medical monitoring treatment and
management industrial toxicology exposure and entry routes
action of toxic substances target organ effects and exposure
control methods with this book you ll learn how to understand the
toxic substances present at your facility determine how hazardous
chemicals enter your site and assess the long and short term
effects of common workplace chemicals you ll also learn how to
protect your company and employees from the effects of toxic
substances and handle industrial chemicals safely distributed to
some depository libraries in microfiche the world is awash in
chemicals created by fellow citizens but we know little to nothing
about them understanding whether even the most prevalent ones
are toxic would take decades many people have tragically suffered
serious diseases and premature death including children during
development why has this occurred many factors contribute but
two important ones are the laws permitting this and the manner in
which science has been used to identify and assess whether or not
products are toxic both are the outcome of legislative corporate
and judicial choices congress created laws that in fact keep public
health officials and the wider population in the dark about the
toxicity of virtually all substances other than prescription drugs
and pesticides facing considerable ignorance about toxic
substances impartially motivated scientists seeking to protect the
public health are constrained by the natural pace of studies to
reveal toxic effects corporate pressures on public health officials
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and scientific obstruction substantially heighten the barriers to
protecting the public when people have suffered serious as well as
life threatening diseases likely traceable to toxic substances
judicial errors barring relevant science in the personal injury tort
law can and have frustrated redress of injustices under both public
health law and the tort law there are possibilities for improved
approaches provided public leaders make different and better
choices this book describes these issues and suggests how we
could be better protected from myriad toxic substances in our
midst names like love canal chernobyl and the exxon valdez have
come to symbolize our anxiety over toxic substances in the
environment and their effects on human health and the ecology
yet as toxins continue to accumulate rapidly in our air water and
soil major environmental disasters are only the most obvious
manifestation of a complex and growing problem the tip of the
iceberg so to speak the need for scientists and nonscientists who
are well versed in the fundamentals of environmental toxicology
has never been greater so too the need for introductory texts in
the field based on a groundbreaking course given at the university
of illinois for the past two decades toxic substances in the
environment is a superb introduction to the field of environmental
toxicology while the majority of texts and references on toxins in
the environment suffer from either a dearth of careful examination
or an overabundance of ponderous detail this book offers just the
right balance of accessibility and scientific rigor it is basic enough
to serve as an advanced undergraduate introduction to
environmental toxicology and its two most prominent subgroups
the ecological impact of pollutants and the effect of pollutants on
human health yet at the same time it is unstinting in scientific
detail while the range of topics is broad this book offers concise
and engaging discussions of diverse subjects such as air pollution
and global ecosystems neurotoxicity genetic toxicology social
issues associated with environmental toxins and many others
supported by more than 100 tables and illustrations the text is
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organized around a series of case studies that illustrate the
hazards associated withparticular substances and demonstrate the
multidisciplinary approach that is essential to any effective effort
to clean up or prevent contamination this case study orientation
along with an annotated bibliography and a unique chapter on
policy and policy issues in which the author offers a rundown of
the major public and civic environment action groups makes toxic
substances in the environment a useful professional reference
reflecting a number of the major concerns and interests voiced by
students majoring in a variety of disciplines including biology
chemistry agriculture economics and engineering this superb
didactic tool is destined to become the environmental toxicological
bible of future generations
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the proliferation of chemical substances in commerce poses
scientific and philosophical problems the scientific challenge is to
develop data methodologies and techniques for identifying and
assessing toxic substances before they cause harm to human
beings and the environment the philosophical problem is how
much scientific information we should demand for this task
consistent with other social goals we might have in this book
cranor utilizes material from ethics philosophy of law epidemiology
tort law regulatory law and risk assessment to argue that the
scientific evidential standards used in tort law and administrative
law to control toxics ought to be evaluated with the purposes of
the law in mind demanding too much for this purpose will slow the
evaluation and lead to an excess of toxic substances left
unidentified and unassessed thus leaving the public at risk
demanding too little may impose other costs an appropriate
balance between these social concerns must be found justice
requires we use evidentiary standards more appropriate to the
legal institutions in question and resist the temptation to demand
the most intensive scientific evaluation of each substance subject
to legal action
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first published in 1977 this set offers a comprehensive guide into
the toxic substances control act of 1976 carefully compiled and
filled with a vast repertoire of notes diagrams and references this
book serves as a useful reference for environmental health
professionals toxicologists and other practitioners in their
respective fields
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first published in 1977 this set offers a comprehensive guide into
the toxic substances control act of 1976 carefully compiled and
filled with a vast repertoire of notes diagrams and references this
book serves as a useful reference for environmental health
professionals toxicologists and other practitioners in their
respective fields
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this 2nd edition is a significantly expanded exploration of
hazardous chemicals their effects on human health and the
principles of hazards materials toxicology and industrial hygiene it
includes up to date coverage of industrial hygiene risk assessment
and epidemiology as well as continued coverage of medical
monitoring treatment and management industrial toxicology
exposure and entry routes action of toxic substances target organ
effects and exposure control methods with this book you ll learn
how to understand the toxic substances present at your facility
determine how hazardous chemicals enter your site and assess
the long and short term effects of common workplace chemicals
you ll also learn how to protect your company and employees from
the effects of toxic substances and handle industrial chemicals
safely
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the world is awash in chemicals created by fellow citizens but we
know little to nothing about them understanding whether even the
most prevalent ones are toxic would take decades many people
have tragically suffered serious diseases and premature death
including children during development why has this occurred
many factors contribute but two important ones are the laws
permitting this and the manner in which science has been used to
identify and assess whether or not products are toxic both are the
outcome of legislative corporate and judicial choices congress
created laws that in fact keep public health officials and the wider
population in the dark about the toxicity of virtually all substances
other than prescription drugs and pesticides facing considerable
ignorance about toxic substances impartially motivated scientists
seeking to protect the public health are constrained by the natural
pace of studies to reveal toxic effects corporate pressures on
public health officials and scientific obstruction substantially
heighten the barriers to protecting the public when people have
suffered serious as well as life threatening diseases likely
traceable to toxic substances judicial errors barring relevant
science in the personal injury tort law can and have frustrated
redress of injustices under both public health law and the tort law
there are possibilities for improved approaches provided public
leaders make different and better choices this book describes
these issues and suggests how we could be better protected from
myriad toxic substances in our midst
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Public Law 94-469 1979
names like love canal chernobyl and the exxon valdez have come
to symbolize our anxiety over toxic substances in the environment
and their effects on human health and the ecology yet as toxins
continue to accumulate rapidly in our air water and soil major
environmental disasters are only the most obvious manifestation
of a complex and growing problem the tip of the iceberg so to
speak the need for scientists and nonscientists who are well
versed in the fundamentals of environmental toxicology has never
been greater so too the need for introductory texts in the field
based on a groundbreaking course given at the university of
illinois for the past two decades toxic substances in the
environment is a superb introduction to the field of environmental
toxicology while the majority of texts and references on toxins in
the environment suffer from either a dearth of careful examination
or an overabundance of ponderous detail this book offers just the
right balance of accessibility and scientific rigor it is basic enough
to serve as an advanced undergraduate introduction to
environmental toxicology and its two most prominent subgroups
the ecological impact of pollutants and the effect of pollutants on
human health yet at the same time it is unstinting in scientific
detail while the range of topics is broad this book offers concise
and engaging discussions of diverse subjects such as air pollution
and global ecosystems neurotoxicity genetic toxicology social
issues associated with environmental toxins and many others
supported by more than 100 tables and illustrations the text is
organized around a series of case studies that illustrate the
hazards associated withparticular substances and demonstrate the
multidisciplinary approach that is essential to any effective effort
to clean up or prevent contamination this case study orientation
along with an annotated bibliography and a unique chapter on
policy and policy issues in which the author offers a rundown of
the major public and civic environment action groups makes toxic



substances in the environment a useful professional reference
reflecting a number of the major concerns and interests voiced by
students majoring in a variety of disciplines including biology
chemistry agriculture economics and engineering this superb
didactic tool is destined to become the environmental toxicological
bible of future generations
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